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each chapter is written with enough background at the beginning to stand 
alone. The volume will be most valuable to researchers who can reference 
it as baseline data, use this quantitative data to inform further qualitative 
research, and for policy makers, NGOs, and aid organizations seeking to 
design interventions informed by cultural variables.

University of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, USA  Chelsea Wentworth

DOCUMENTAY FILMS REVIEWED

农家乐 PEASANT FAMILY HAPPINESS. A film directed and produced 
by Jenny Chio; camera, sound, editing, Jenny Chio. Berkeley, CA: Berkeley 
Media, 2013. 1 DVD (70 min.) Sale: US$275.00; Rental: $95.00. In Chinese 
with English subtitles. Url: http://www.berkeleymedia.com.

The film title Peasant Family Happiness is quite suggestive. We may wonder: 
What does visiting peasant homes have to do with happiness? Are peasant 
hosts happy, too? Jenny Chio’s film shows that both the visitors and the 
peasants being visited seem to be quite happy about the benefits tourism has 
brought or is expected to bring. This is highlighted by the lyrics of the song 
sung by a woman from Ping’an Village at the start of the film: “today tourism 
has arrived at every home, every life has become a happy one.” However, 
some peasants are not equally happy, or at least not happy all the time, 
since tourism has also had a great impact on locals’ minds, traditions, and 
day-to-day living in a way that does not always appear to be rosy or positive.

At its initial stage of development in the early 1990s, the notion “Peasant 
Family Happiness” had no particular ethnic context. It was the time when 
the suburbs of big cities started to appeal to urban residents for the imagined 
rustic and simple life to be found there. Very soon the notion of Peasant 
Family Happiness spread all over China, including small cities and towns. 
Ethnic tourism in China incorporated this model. The incorporation reflects 
great sociopolitical changes in the last two decades that have contributed to 
intensive negotiations of rural, cultural, ethnic, political, regional and other 
identities among ethnic minorities. As (ethnic) tourism is both a product and 
agent of social transformations, many ethnic regions have taken on a new 
look with an influx of tourists. The locals hope to take advantage of tourism 
to live a better life but have to deal with its consequences at the same time, 
such as an exploitative development model that benefits outside investors 
by sidelining the locals, dilution of traditions or conventional bonds, fierce 
competition among the locals, sexualized objectification of local women (and 
men), environmental degradation, and so on. This film doesn’t explore all 
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these aspects in the same intensity or detail, but it provides a snapshot of the 
unprecedented changes the local societies are going through.

Peasant Family Happiness in ethnic areas appears to be even more 
appealing to city people. With the rapid economic growth and accelerated 
urbanization, the countryside embodies an “authentic” and “pure” past 
that the cities are leaving behind. Since most ethnic communities live in 
mountains, valleys, and grasslands that are supposedly remote from modernity 
and urban civility, they are conceived as being even more “traditional” and 
“natural,” and thus “primitive.” As a result, Peasant Family Happiness is 
booming in ethnic regions. The two villages in the film, Ping’an in Guangxi, 
with predominantly ethnic Zhuang people, and Upper Jidao in Guizhou, 
with primarily ethnic Miao people, are two of the thousands of such ethnic 
villages engaged in tourism throughout the country. Ping’an is congested 
with tourists and more hostels and shops are being constructed to receive 
them, but Upper Jidao is still finding its way, trying to upgrade its tourism 
and attract potential investors and more tourists. Through a comparison, 
the film identifies various differences in the two villages, ranging from the 
degree of development and commercialization to the locals’ attitudes towards 
undergoing changes.

For instance, while many a migrant worker from Ping’an has chosen to 
return to his or her native village thanks to the increasing tourism-driven 
profits at home, men (and women) at Upper Jidao continue to go to cities 
to search for odd jobs. While charging tourists for taking photos with local 
women is largely accepted as a normal practice at Ping’an, doing so is not yet 
counted as reasonable at Upper Jidao. While some people at Ping’an complain 
about the unfair development model in which a corporation manages and 
leads tourism, Upper Jidao villagers are looking for the opportunity to have 
the first company come and invest. While the profit-oriented focus is starting 
to disconcert some locals at Ping’an, a critical local concern at Upper Jidao 
is how to leave behind poverty. However, both villages are conscious of the 
fact that their ethnicity is a major tourist attraction that they can promote 
through colourful costumes, “exotic” songs and dances, traditional buildings, 
and so on. At least, we can ask why it was normally male tourists that were 
“invited” by the girls with ethnic costumes (who could be Han, too) for 
photos. What is the implication of this? In a way, it is a reflection of unequal 
power relationship between tourists and tourees (host population) as much 
as that of between the Han and ethnic minorities (this aspect is thoroughly 
discussed in my book: In the Land of the Eastern Queendom: The Politics of Gender 
and Ethnicity, University of Washington Press, 2014).

I am personally interested in the role of Jenny Chio in it. She arranged 
a learning trip to Ping’an for villagers from Upper Jidao. The latter is now 
catching up in developing ethnic tourism or Peasant Family Happiness, 
and Ping’an appears to be an excellent model for it. Will her intervention 
be successful? In what way? One possibility is that Upper Jidao villagers will 
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become more skilled at attracting tourists and making money. In the last 
two decades I have witnessed so many changes in Sichuan’s Tibetan area, 
where I am originally from, partly as a result of tourism development, and 
one notable change is that many locals are learning “smart” tricks, including 
cheating and coercive dealing, for the sake of more tourism income. Would 
Upper Jidao’s tomorrow be different? Surely, with or without tourism, with 
or without Jenny’s intervention, Upper Jidao will change. Can we say with 
certainty that learning to play tricks or becoming profit-oriented is a bad 
thing? There are always different ways to interpret the locals’ or the marginal 
population’s strategies and concerns, as well as the role of an ethnographer 
in the field.

In a nutshell, the film opens a whole range of important questions to 
be further discussed, debated, and reflected upon. Therefore, I strongly 
recommend it to an audience and students who are interested in indigenous 
responses to and consequences of tourism development, as well as in ethnicity 
and rural development in China. I also suggest that you read her newly 
published book A Landscape of Travel: The Work of Tourism in Rural Ethnic 
China (University of Washington Press, 2014) for more contextualization 
and deeper analyses.

Lanzhou University, Lanzhou, China Tenzin Jinba

THE VANCOUVER ASAHI = バンクーバーの朝日. A film directed by 
Yuya Ishii; screenplay, Satoko Okudera; producers, Inaba Naoto, Kikuchi 
Miyoshi; cinematographer, Ryuto Kikuchi; editor, Fushima Shinichi; music, 
Watanabe Takashi. Tokyo: Distributed by Pony Canyon; produced by Film-
makers Inc., 2014. 1 online resource (134 mins.) In Japanese and English with 
English subtitles. Url: www.vancouver-asahi.jp.

Nikkei baseball is perhaps one of the most overlooked and underappreciated 
chapters in baseball history. Thanks to director Yuya Ishii and his excellent 
work on the award-winning film The Vancouver Asahi, one of the most 
important and celebrated Nikkei teams is introduced to a new generation 
of baseball fans in both Japan and North America.

The movie is based on the true story of the Vancouver Asahi, a Japanese-
Canadian baseball team founded in 1914. Ishii and screenwriter Satoko 
Okudera collaborated to tell a story that compresses the team’s 27-year history 
into a 134-minute script.

The Asahi played their games at the Powell Street Grounds in the 
heart of Vancouver’s Japantown. Today their former ball field is known as 
Oppenheimer Park, where a commemorative plaque was unveiled in 2011. 
The plaque summarizes the team’s significance and inspiration for the film:




